NOTE: *All As-built plan information from this office MUST be field verified for location and depth.

The information provided from this office shall not be used in place of an actual survey.

COT Mark-Up Legend

**Proposed Fire Hydrant by COT Water**

**Fire Hydrant to be removed by COT Water**
NOTE: *All As-built plan information from this office MUST be field verified for location and depth. The information provided from this office shall not be used in place of an actual survey.

COT Mark-Up Legend
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CURVE DATA: TWIGGS-1

P1 STA. = 23+62.90
A = 23° 28' 23" (N1)
D = 15° 08' 02"
T = 76.87
R = 325.38

PT STA. = 24+37.96